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Abstract. A cohesive crack model is applied to analyze the crack stability in e1astic-softening materials. The shape
of the globalload-displacement response changes substantially by varying size-scale and keeping the geometrica l
shape of the structure unchanged. The softening branch becomes steeper and steeper when the size-scale increases.
A criticai size-scale does exist for which the softening slope is infinite. In such a case, the load carrying capacity
drastically decreases for relatively small displacement increments. Then, for larger size-scales, the softening slope
becomes positive and a cusp catastrophe appears. It is proved that such a bifurcation point can be revealed by
the simple LEFM condition KI = Kç.,

1. Introduction

The catastrophe theory was applied by Thompson and Shorrock [1] to demonstrate the
existence of a cusp catastrophe in a symmetry-breaking instability of a dose packed atomic
lattice. This work was then extended to demonstrate the existence of the more complex
hyperbolic umbilic catastrophe in a three-dimensional failure stress-locus [2]. More recently,
Potier-Ferry [3] gave an interpretation of the linear elastic fracture mechanics instability in
terms of catastrophe theory. An attempt is made in this paper to explain the transition from
ductile to brittle behaviour when the structure size increases, based on the elementary
concepts of Thom's theory [4]. For relative1y large structure sizes, catastrophic jumps may
occur when a smooth variation of contro I variable (displacement) causes a discontinuous
change of behaviour variable (load). For re1atively small structure sizes, such jumps are not
predicted.

A cohesive crack model is applied to anaIyze the local or slow crack growth in elastic-
softening materials. The shape of the globalload-displacement response changes substanti-
ally by varying size-scale and keeping geometrical shape of the structure unchanged. The
softening branch becomes steeper and steeper when the size-scale increases. A critical
size-scale does exist for which the softening slope is infinite. In such a case the Ioad carrying
capacity drastically decreases for reiatively small displacement increments. Then, for size-
scales larger than the critical one, the softening slope becomes positive and part of the
load-displacement path results to be virtual ifthe Ioading process is displacement-controlled.
In such a case, the loading capacity will present a discontinuity with a negative jump. The
size-scale transition from ductile to brittle behaviour is governed by a nondimensionai
brittleness number SE which is a function of material properties and structure size-scale. A
truly brittle failure occurs only with relativeIy Iow fracture toughnesses, ~Ico high tensile
strengths, (Ju, and/or large structure size-scales, b, i.e. when SE = ~IcI(Jub -+ O.

On the other hand, if the loading process is controlled by a monotonically increasing
function oftime (e.g., the crack mouth opening displacement or a linear combination ofload
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and displacement), the indentation in the load-displacement curve can be captured experi-
mentally. When the post-peak behaviour is kept under control up to the complete structure
separation, the area delimited by load-displacement curve and displacement-axis represents
the product of l'§Ic by the initial ligament area.

Eventually, it is proved that, for SE ---+ 0, the maximum load of catastrophical failure may
be provided by the simple LEFM condition: K1 = K1c = -fl'§rcE (piane stress), and that slow
crack growth and process zone are lacking before the catastrophical event.

2. Cohesive crack modelling

The cohesive crack model is based on the following assumptions [5-8]. (1) The cohesive
fracture zone (plastic or process zone) begins to develop when the maximum principal stress
achieves the ultimate tensile strength o; (Fig. l-a). (2) The material in the process zone is
partially damaged but stilI able to transfer stress. Such a stress is dependent on the crack
opening displacement w (Fig. l-b).

The real crack tip is defined as the point where the distance between the crack surfaces is
equal to the critical crack opening displacement Wc and the normal stress vanishes (Fig. 2-a).
On the other hand, the fictitious crack tip is defined as the point where the normal stress
attains the maximum value a; and the crack opening vanishes (Fig. 2-a).

The closing stresses acting on the crack surfaces (Fig. 2-a) can be replaced by nodal forces
(Fig. 2-b). The intensity of these forces depends on the opening of the fictitious crack, w,
according to the (J - w constitutive law of the material (Fig. l-b). When the tensile strength
(Ju is achieved at the fictitious crack tip (Fig. 2-b), the top node is opened and a cohesive force
starts acting across the crack, while the fictitious crack tip moves to the next node.

With reference to the three point bending test (TPBT) geometry in Fig. 3, the nodes are
distributed along the potential fracture line. It is impossible to extend the fracture nodes to
the whole cross-section depth, as would be required to follow the fracture process up to the
complete load relaxation, since a sufficiently large ligament is needed to guarantee a correct
structural analysis. A ligament equal to one tenth of the depth (b/lO) is assumed.
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Fig. l. Stress-strain (a) and stress-crack opening displacement (b) constitutive laws.
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Fig. 2. Stress distribution across the cohesive zone (a) and equivalent nodal forces in the finite element mesh (b).
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Fig. 3. Finite element nodes along the potential fracture line.

The coefficients of inftuence in terms of node openings and deftection are computed by a
finite element analysis where the fictitious structure in Fig. 3 is subjected to (n + l) different
loading conditions. Consider the TPBT in Fig. 4a with the initial crack tip in the node k. The
crack opening displacements at the n fracture nodes may be expressed as follows:

w = KF + CP + r,

being:

(1)

w vector of the crack opening displacements,
K matrix of the coefficients of inftuence (nodal forces),
F vector of the nodal forces,
C vector of the coefficients of inftuence (external load),
p external load,
r vector of the crack opening displacements due to the specimen weight.
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Fig. 4. Cohesive crack configurations at the first (a) and (l - k + l)-th (b) crack growth increment.

On the other hand, the initial crack is stress-free and therefore:

F; = O, for i = 1,2, ... , (k - l), (2-a)

while at the ligament there is no displacement discontinuity:

Wi = 0, for i = k, (k + l), ... , n. (2-b)

Equations (1) and (2) consti tute a linear algebraical system of 2n equations and 2n unknowns,
i.e. the elements of vectors w and F. If load P and vector Fare known, it is possible to
compute the beam defl.ection, (j:

(3)

where D, is the defl.ection for P = l and D; is the defl.ection due to the specimen weight.
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After the fi.rst step, a cohesive zone forrns in front of the real crack tip (Fig. 4b), say
between nodes i and l. Then Eqns. (2) are replaced by:

F; = O, for i = 1,2, ... , Ci - l), (4-a)

Fu (l - W
i
), for i = i, Ci + l), ... , l,

Wc
(4-b)

Wi = O, for i = l, (l + l), ... , n, (4-c)

where Fu is the ultimate strength nodal force:

(5)

Equations (1) and (4) constitute a linear algebraic system of (2n + l) equations and
(2n + l) unknowns, i.e. the elements of vectors w and F and the external load P.

At the first step, the cohesive zone is missing (l = i = k) and the load P, producing the
ultimate strength nodal force F" at the initial crack tip (node k) is computed. Such a value
Pç, together with the related deftection bj computed through (3), gives the first point of the
p - b curve. At the second step the cohesive zone is between the nodes k and (k + l), and
the load P2 producing the force Fu at the second fictitious crack tip (node k + l) is
computed. Equation (3) then provides the deftection (j2. At the third step, the fictitious crack
tip is in the node (k + 2), and so ono The present numerical program simulates a loading
process where the controlling parameter is the fictitious crack depth. On the other hand, real
(or stress-free) crack depth, externalload and deftection are obtained at each step after an
iterative procedure.

The program stops with the untieing ofthe node n and, consequently, with the determination
of the last couple of values F" and (jn. In this way, the complete load-defìection curve is
automatically plotted by the computer.

3. Size-scale transition from ductile to catastrophical failure

Let us consider a cracked beam in fiexure with the span, l, equal to four times the beam
depth, b, (Fig. 5a). Such sizes will be scaled with geometrical similitude, whereas the beam
thickness will be kept constant, t = IO cm. The initial crack depth, ao / b, will range between
0.0 (initially uncracked beam) and 0.5. The mechanical properties are those typical of a
concrete-like material:

Young's modulus, E = 400000 kg/cm",

Ultimate tensile strength, a; = 40 kg/cm",

Critical crack opening displacement, Wc = 0.005 cm.
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Fig. 5. Three point bending specimen (a) and catastrophe manifold (b).

The area under the (J vs. w curve in Fig. l b is the strain energy release rate ~[c =
t(JIIWC = O.lkg/cm.

For the size-scale parameter b lOcm, the load-defìection curves are reported in Fig. 6a
by varying the initial crack depth, ao/b. For deep cracks, stiffness and loading capacity
decrease, whereas ductility increases. The slope of the softening branch achieves its maximum
when the beam is initially uncracked.

The load-defiection curves in Fig. 6b relate to the case b = 20 cm. The general trend by
varying the geometrical ratio ao/b is the same as in Fig. 6a. In this case, however, the
maximum softening slope for ao/b = O is near1y infinite and a drop in the load carrying
capacity is predicted when 6 ~ 12 X 10-3 cm.

The case b = 40 cm is described in Fig. 6c. For aolb ;S 0.20, the softening slope presents
even positive values with an indenting shape of the P - () curve. If the loading process is
defiection-controlled, the load will present a discontinuity with a negative jump. Substantially,
this is the case of a cusp catastrophe.

The case b = 80 cm is eventually contemplated in Fig. 6d. The cusp catastrophe occurs
for aolb ;S 0.25. That is, when the size-scale increases, the initial crack depth interval of cusp
catastrophe spreads.

The opposite trends ofbrittleness increase by increasing size-scale and/or decreasing initial
crack depth, are shown schematically in Fig. 5b. The gradual transition from simple fold
catastrophe to bifurcation or cusp catastrophe generates an equilibrium surface (or catastrophe
manifo1d).

The maximum loading capacity P~~x according to the cohesive crack model is obtained
from the P - 6 diagrams in Figs. 6. On the other hand, the maximum load P~lx according
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to LEFM can be derived from the following formula [9]:

p(2)
max

Klctb3/2
IJ(ao/b) ,

(6)

with the shape-function J given by:

( ) ( )
1/2 ( )3/2 ( )5/2J :0 = 2.9 :0 _ 4.6 :0 + 21.8 :0

( )

7/2 ( )9/2
37.6 :0 + 38.7 :0 , (7)

and the criticaI value of stress-intensity factor K1c computed according to the well known
relationship:

(8)

The values of the ratio P~~x/ p~~x are reported as functions of the dimensionless size,
baJ§Ic> or equivalently, of the brittleness number, SE = ~Ic/allb [10-14] in Fig. 7. The ratio
P~~x/ P~lx may also be regarded as the ratio of the fictitious fracture toughness (given by the
non-linear maximum load) to the true fracture toughness (considered as a material constant).

It is evident that, for low SE values, the results of the cohesive crack model tend to those
of LEFM [13]:

(9)

and, therefore, the maximum loading capacity can be predicted applying the simple condition
KI = Klc'

The fictitious crack depth at the maximum load is plotted as a function of the inverse of
brittleness number SE in Fig. 8. The brittleness increase for SE ~ Ois evident also from these
diagrams, the process zone at dP/d6 = Otending to disappear, whereas it tends to cover the
whole ligament for SE ~ 00 (ductile collapse). The real (or stress-free) crack depth at the
maximum load is nearly coincident with the initial crack depth for each value of SE' This
means that the slow crack growth does not start before the softening stage. Therefore,
neither the slow crack growth occurs nor the cohesive zone develops before the peak, when
SE ~ 0.*

Recalling once again Figs. 7 and 8, it is possible to state that, the smaller the brittleness
number SE is, i.e., the lower the fracture toughness ~lc' the larger the size-scale b and/or the
higher the ultimate tensile strength all' the more accurate the cusp catastrophe is in reproducing
the classical LEFM instability [13].

* Slow crack growth and cohesive zone may develop only if both load and displacement are decreased, following
the virtual branch with positive slope. On the other hand, with normal softening (i.e., only negative slope in the
p - (j curve after the peak) only the load must be decreased to control the fracture processo
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Fig. 6. Load-deflection curves by varying the initial crack depth, ao/b. (a) b = IOcm; (b) b = 20cm; (c)
b = 40cm; (d) b = 80cm.
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Fig. 7. Size-scale transition towards LEFM.

4. Fracture energy dissipation and brittleness limit for infinite size-scale

If the loading process is controlled by a monotonically increasing function of time, like, for
instance, the crack mouth opening displacement [13] or the linear combination of load and
displacement (b cos e - P sin e), where e represents a rotation ofthe control plane b versus
P about the b-axis [15], the indentation or virtual branch ofthe load-displacement curve can
be captured experimentally. When the post-peak behaviour is kept under contro l up to the
complete structure separation, the area delimited by load-displacement curve and
displacement-axis represents the product of strain energy release rate, ~Ic> by the initia1
ligament area, (b - ao) l, (Fig. 9). The area under the curve ao/b = 0.0 is thus twice that
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Fig. 8. Fictitious crack depth at the maximum load as a function of dimensionless size. (a) ao/b = 0.1; (b)
ao/b = 0.3; (c) ao/b = 0.5.
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Fig. 9. Energy dissipated in the fracturing processo Ductile (a) and brittle (b) behaviour.

under the curve ao/b = 0.5 in Fig. 6a, as well as the half of that under the curve ao/b = 0.0
in Fig. 6b, etc. This simple result is due to the assumption that energy dissipation occurs only
on the fracture surface, while in reality energy is also dissipated in a damage volume around
the crack tip, as shown by Carpinteri and Sih in [16]. On the other hand, the cohesive crack
assumption is more than acceptable for slender beams, where bending prevails over shear
and the energy dissipation occurs in a very narrow crack band [17].

When the brittleness number SE -+ O, p~lx ~ p~lx and (6) and (8) provide:

(lO)

In a three point bending specimen of linear elastic materia l the deflection is given by the
contribution of a distributed and a concentrated compliance respectively:

(11)

where [18]:

(12)

Relation (11) is valid also for the point ofinstability, and then (10) is transformed as follows:

(13)

If Brittleness is defined as the ratio of the elastic energy contained in the body at the point
of instability to the energy which can be dissipated in the body (Fig. 10a), the results are a
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Fig. lO. Definition of structure brittleness as the ratio of elastic energy contained in the body at the bifurcation
point to energy dissipated in the fracturing processo Initially cracked (a) and uncracked (b) specimen.

function of beam slenderness and initial crack depth:

Brittleness
!p max (5max

~Ic(b - ao) t
(14)

When the beam is initially uncracked, i.e., ao/b = 0, the brittleness tends to infinity and
the softening branch is coincident with the elastic one (Fig. lOb). On the other hand, when
the initial crack length is different from zero (ao =1= O), the brittleness tends to the value in
(14) for the size-scale tending to infinity (Fig. 10a). In this case, the softening branch is always
distinct from the elastic one.

When the beam is initially uncracked, the elastic energy contained in the body at the point
of instability is an infinite quantity of higher rank with respect to the fracture energy, the
former being proportional to b3«(J~/E) and the latter to b2~IC" When there is an initial crack,
the two quantities are ofthe same rank for the size-scale b tending to infinity, their ratio being
finite and provided in (14).
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Résumé. On utilise un modèle de fissure basé sur la cohésion pour analyser les conditions de fissuration stable dans
des matériaux sensibles à l'adoucissement en condition élastique.

A formes géométriques égales, le profile de la courbe globale charge-déplacement se modifie considérablement avec
une variation des dimensions d'une structure.

Lorsque l'échelle des dimensions est accrue, la portion correspondant à l'adoucissement devient de plus en plus
raide, pour atteindre une pente infinite à une certaine échelle.

Il y correspond une décroissance brutale de la capacité de tenir la charge, pour de faibles accroissements de la
déformation. Puis, pour des dimensions plus importantes, la pente de la coube d'adoucissement devient positive, et
il apparait des conditions de dégénérescence catastrophique.

On établit qu'un tel point de bifurcation peut ètre mis en évidence par la simple condition d'égalité KI = KIc de
la mécanique linéaire élastique de la rupture.


